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About This Game

 COMMAND YOUR ARMY. HACK YOUR ENEMY TO PIECES. TURN THE
HILLS RED.

Deadhold is a gore infused, fast-action, tactical RTS. With support for up to 4 coop players, the gritty dark fantasy world of
Deadhold comes to life through its story driven campaign. In multiplayer, Deadhold supports up to 8 players in teams or 4

players in free for all, and a variety of game modes.

 A NEW KIND OF RTS

Deadhold’s gameplay is a unique mix of real-time tactics essentials like strategic positioning, unit classes, and physically based
simulation similar to such classic games as Myth and Dawn of War 2, combined with the items, loot, and leveling found in

action RPGs like Diablo and Path Of Exile. The result is a fresh take on the tactical RTS that should delight fans of both RTS
and ARPG genres.

Battles in Deadhold are physically modeled. The flight of an arrow is realistically simulated and will embed inside a units head,
arms, legs or chest. Unit movement is based on physics, increasing the value of tactical positioning: A line of warriors can block

incoming enemies or force them to engage or go around. The explosive bomb wielded by the Sapper can literally dismember
units as body parts explode and fly into the air. Injuries and severed limbs stain the ground realistically with blood.

CAMPAIGN
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A dark force has risen in the west, obliterating any who stand in its wake. The last living races have banded together to change
the course of fate, setting Deadhold's campaign in motion. Told from the perspective of the narrator, you'll uncover the history

of the blight, and the truth that lies behind their creation. The 16 mission campaign challenges you to wield the power of the
gods, using tactics and strategy to overcome the onslaught of an overwhelming evil force.

In campaign, the scale of Deadhold’s player choice becomes clear. As a paragon of the Empire, players will choose a Deity in
which to specialize. Spells are unlocked as players earn experience, allowing them to customize their play style. Players can

further customize their builds by slotting relics, runes, and gems, which can drop from defeated enemies.

A tier based leveling system adds significant replay value to the campaign missions. As players progress through each tier, new
and greater challenges and rewards await them: boss-fights, different enemy patrols and tactics, additional mission objectives,

and higher quality items.

MULTIPLAYER

Competitive multiplayer in Deadhold supports team and free for all play, with up to 8 players in a variety of maps and
gamemodes. Leaderboards and tournaments are planned additions during Steam Early Access.
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Title: Deadhold
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Quarry Games
Publisher:
Dark Quarry Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD7000, Geforce 645/860, Intel HD5000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 5 megabit broadband connection.

English
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Stunningly beautiful game. I've always loved cows. It's so wonderful to get to interact with chickens too. I don't eat cheese so it's
great to get to pick up cheese without any cheese smells! Wonderful, simply wonderful.. I have not played a top down shooter as
fun as this one in a long time.

Pros:
* Reasonable and fun dodging of enemies and bullets compared to some other shooters where the visuals or the enemies are so
overwhelming.
* Brilliant game mechanics. Switching between the two dimensions is brilliant and fun, but that's not the only nice game
mechanic in here.
* Local co-op.
* Nice visuals, and the performance was very solid at 60fps, though I'm running it on a powerful machine so I'm not sure if this
statement holds true on lower end machines.
* Gamepad (SteamController) worked well out of the box.

Platform specific pros:
* Runs well on Linux (nVidia with binary driver)
* Worked as expected in dual monitors setup.

Cons:
* The game could not remember my screen resolution settings and default to a low resolution setting, so I have to set it every
time I launch the game. Though that's not a big problem since changing the resolution was very fast.
* Pressing B on the controller in the menu doesn't work (doesn't take you to upper menu), so I have to use Esc on the keyboard
instead.

UPDATE:
- The upper two issues mentioned in the cons section seems to have been fixed now (not sure if there was an update to the game
itself, or maybe some update to my system).
- Another con I would add now that I have finished the campaign is that the campaign is shorter than one would wish. That
doesn't change my overall review though. I hope they provide some more levels through a DLC or something.

Overall: Highly recommended if you like top down shooters.. I have been a lover of strategy games since I was very young man
in the mid 90's and have played all the greats and a lot of the lesser known. I don't know what inspired me to grab Seven
Kingdoms off the store shelf in 1998 but I still consider this game one of the best I've ever played and feel sorry for all the other
strategy gamers who have probably never heard of it. Imagine the depth of empire building Civilization offers mixed with the
fun battles of RTS titles like Age of Empires. out of all the strategy games I have played there hasn't been another game that
made me feel more like I was actually ruling a country like this game does and that has been the reason I have played it regularly
for so many years. Hell it's so good I bought it off steam even though I've always owned a physical and digital copy. You can
win at this game in so many different ways depending on what you devote your focus to espionage, economy, diplomacy, pure
muscle, technology just to name a few. Feel lucky you stumbled across this game on steam because this game isn't main stream
but damn sure deserves to be.
Seven Kingdoms can be tremendously fun to play with friends and one of the most successful ways to do that with such an aged
game is through game ranger but there are other methods out there. You may have to do some googling to get the multi-player
going but is very much worth the effort if you happened to know someone else who knows how to play it or is willing to learn.
 It really holds up to the test of time because there still hasn't been another game just like it made yet sadly. The only negative
thing I can say about the game is that there is so much depth it has quite the learning curve but couldn't be more worth it so don't
give up on it. Hell I still feel like I'm learning things about this game after so many years of playing it. Luckily my physical copy
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came with a manual to help me along when I was just started playing and I recommend keeping your PDF copy handy.
just a side note if the game starts up all rainbow colored open up your screen resolution window and leave it open in the
background and reboot the game. it should cure the issue (I'm using windows 7). My buddy who is running windows 10 didn't
need to do this on his machine.. when i click the game i am at the game menu but the screen is fuzzy to where you cant read
what am i suppose to do?. A hidden gem !. I am on the cusp of saying no to this game honestly, it's described as a VN with
dungeon crawling elements but honestly you will spend 90% of your time going through 8 floors of the same walls in a dungeon
that honestly looks bland as all heck, no patterns to it at all, no unique textures just plain white brick, some wooden doors and
later on red, blue and green ice walls that serve as a puzzle and it's not bad actually as far as puzzles go, they got creative with it
and it's one of it's good points the game has overall dood.

combat is balanced for the most part with the exception of some bosses wanting you to go nuts at the end or have you die
because "Panic power up, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill" *game over* and that's not even the worst of it, wait for team kill
attacks, still the rest of the boss fights are nicely done, they have some unique gimmick or side enemy to make it harder but not
if you make sure to play using all the mechanics such as focus for more MP, healing and various spells you can use, you even
have a tank which has abilities that draws attacks...you know like tanks are supposed to but usually never do in games so that's
nice too dood.

The music is catchy enough for you not to wanna kill yourself after 8 floors thank goodness but until you're on floor 8 you never
want to go places, craft or cook because they all take time, time which you're not sure you have because the game has no
reference to how much you are going to earn in the next part of the dungeon and the game is all about paying off a debt dood.

There's also not much story...in a VN style game and there just...isn't, it's basic, get your muns, pay your debt and each time you
do whichever of the four girls you choose will have a personal goal of theirs they do at each beginning of a pay day, rinse and
repeat until the end, boss fight randomly and then the end, barely anything even on the sidequests and only one rather funny
reference to a more fun game dood. (Reccettear)

The art is fantastic, I mean that, the girls already look pretty good but when you get a bit of CG (no gallery btw) it looks great,
you gain skills from levelling up equipped weapons which is always fun and the enemy art is nice, some cute but not too
impressive, sadly most moves look rather bland sadly dood.

All in all if it's cheap pick it up, it's not horrible and fun enough to just casually play but I would wait on a heavy discount or a
big update if there's gonna be more to it dood.. Finally~ <3. There's a lot of love put into every nook and cranny of this game.
(And I should know...)
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This is recommended. It might be easy at first but when you reached to other stages, you'll experienced an headache.. One of my
favorite games. I'm slightly addicted and keep trying just one more round cause I'm sure I can get deeper into the dungeon.....
Horrible game. Super simplistic. Bears no resemblence to real world colonialism. Just a terrible game.. This is a short game, but
even so, the missions are very repetative. Even worse, the missions aren't challenging in the least. Since the troops are weak and
the whole village thing has a cap for every building type, you just end up spamming your god powers until the AI is beaten into
submission. With the limited amount of powers, it get very old very fast.. Terrifying. Combined with the new physics which
already make DR2 great, this rear engined monster is the most challenging but rewarding cars in the game. Loses a point for
tarmac physics handling, but otherwise superb.. Better Lore than Fallout 76. Played a bit so far and I'm really enjoying it. This
has everything I hoped from other previous survival games like h1z1 (which failed miserably):

* Nice level progression and stats;
* Dedicated PVE and PVP zones;
* Stealth and sound aspect;
* Unlocking better weapons/buildables to progress further;
* Nights are actually dangerous, a lot of zombies;
* Base building and base capturing events;
* Collaboration matters a lot in this game;
* ROBOT DOG COMPANIONS;
* other cool stuff.

If you enjoyed survival games such as H1z1 (survival), DayZ, Miscreated, 7Days to die etc you'll surely enjoy this one. In my
opinion, it also has some similarities with State of Decay.

Loving Fear the Night so far, hope to see it grow :D. I was expecting this to be a little more like the Puzzle Quest series of
match 3's where I could actively decide to use spells to manipulate the board/damage the enemy. Instead, after a few hours of
playing I find out that you match endlessly, and the different "spells" all do basically the same things: blow up a small area, blow
up a large area, blow up rows and/or columns, freeze or lock specific tiles, change one color to another. As others have
mentioned it gets repetitive very quickly. I was fortunate enough to not have the game crash on me or wipe my save - but at this
point it doesn't really matter as I have no incentive to continue playing.

Another element that I did not like about this game was that the AI never took a turn, so you are endlessly rotating tiles. AI just
casts a spell after *you* take enough turns that don't involve matching the AI's color. Very boring and lazy on the part of the
devs.

Very disappointed in this collaboration. Got this on the steam sale so I didn't spend much, but I also didn't get much out of it
either.
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